Diesel Brothers

A visit with “Heavy D” Dave Sparks and “Diesel Dave” Dave Kiley from Discovery Channel’s “Diesel Brothers”
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In the world of diesel vehicles, no one has more fun or builds bigger, badder trucks than “Heavy D” Dave Sparks, “Diesel Dave” Dave Kiley and their crew at DieselSellerz. Their mega builds and awesome truck giveaways are the stuff of diesel legend. DIESEL BROTHERS on the Discovery Channel, follows the team at DieselSellerz as they trick out trucks, work hard and play harder in the process. Starting off their business by buying used, or broken down trucks and tricking them out for sales... Heavy D and Diesel Dave use the internet/social media as marketing tool to share their best pranks and stunt driving. Millions of hits later, DieselSellerz has become the destination for diesel lovers looking for tricked out trucks, crazy stunts, pranks and hilarious antics. Follow the team at DieselSellerz as they dream and execute unbelievable builds, pull elaborate and hilarious pranks and push the limits with new stunts.

In 2014, Heavy D and Diesel Dave were invited on The Tonight Show with Jay Leno and in 2015, the Discovery Channel began filming “Diesel Brothers” in 2015, and since then the show has become one of the most popular reality shows on cable television.